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Robert Urbanek Has Just Been Officially Named "Best
SEO Marketing Consultant" In Montreal Quebec

Daniel Morel April 11, 2013

Robert Urbanek Has Just Been Officially Named "Best SEO Marketing
Consultant" in Montreal QC After Asking A Group Of SEO Experts In A
Recent Online Survey.

(Newswire.net – April 12, 2013) Montreal, Que --Robert Urbanek Has
Recently Been Acclaimed For Providing “The Best SEO Services In
Montreal”
The results of a recent online survey during which respondents were asked
about to name "Best SEO Consultant" generated what some believed,  was

an obvious result. Businessman and  well known SEO expert  Robert Urbanek was picked out more than any other
recognized name in the city of Montreal. 

The opinion poll of naming "Best Marketing Consultant In Montreal" began immediately after a debate started about
just whom in Montreal would be able claim to that title. In an effort to maintain the survey fair to all locals, the survey
was conducted on the internet and the winner was selected by area residents independently.

Immediately after poll, there seemed to be a fierce competition for the title of "Best SEO Consultant In Montreal", but
after the dust settled, there was a very clear and undeniable winner of the sought after title. After the survey ended,
Robert Urbanek  was presented as  "Best SEO Consultant" for Montreal, Que. 

When asked about his title, Urbanek humbly replied “I just try to help people achieve their goals. Many people just
need a push in the right direction when it comes to marketing their business online.”
People who asked about the ballot appeared to have divided opinions to Robert staking claim of the title, mostly many
were surprised that one individual could be stake a claim to a title in almost complete agreement over the selection
local residents had decided upon.

Robert Urbanek was likely given the title of "Best SEO Consultant" by locals mostly as a result of the hard work and
positive results Robert Urbanek has produced for local area business owners. As a regarded SEO and marketing
expert that specializes with helping businesses leverage search engines to obtain new customers, claiming the formal
title was not impossible to see for a bulk of those people who took part.

Urbanek was also overheard saying "I work hard on staying up to date with all the search engine changes, and am
really excited  about what I have in the works for 2013. Hearing that people here in Montreal have actually identified
me as "Best SEO Consultant" is a tremendous honor and a privilege. I want to thank and wish well to all who
participated in the vote". 

Robert Urbanek can be contacted by telephone at 514-889-7622

Montreal Internet Marketing
29 Ave de la Promenade,
Pincourt, Que, J7V 9C2
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